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' Presented are the results of an analysis of electron bombardment ion

propulsion systems for use in the transportation and on-orbit operations of -_

large space systems. Using baseline technology from the ongoing primary

propulsion program and other sources, preliminary estimates of the ex-

pected characteristics of key system elements such as thrusters and pro-

peUant storage systems have been performed. Projections of expected

thruster performance on argon are presented based on identified constraints

which limit the achievable thrust and/or power density of bombardment

thrusters. System characteristics are then evaluated as a function of

thruster diameter and specific impulse.
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E LECTRON BOMBARDMENT PROPULSION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
e

FOR LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS

by D. C, Byers and V. K, Rswlin

Lewis Research Center

i ," INTRODUCTION
[

i The application of electron-bombardment ion thruster subsystems has

i been analyzed in detail for a broad set of planetary 1"4 and near earth 5' 6

missions. The thrust subsystems assumed for contemporary studies em-

ployed the 30-cm diameter mercury bombardment ion thruster 7 presently

under development by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
_-

Lu general, these studies aSsumed shuttle sized (or smaller) payloads.
i
, Recently, studies..have been performed on the characteristics and po-

i _ tentials of Large Space Systems (LSS) which are significantly larger in

i _ final configuration than shuttle size payloads. 8, 9, 10 Examples of such!

systems are satellite power stations 8, 9 space manufacturing facilities, 10

.. and very large communication systems. Propulsion requirements for these

i .*! systems have been analyzed in some detail° 11, 12 These studies have in-

i dicated that the propulsion system characteristics can very strongly impact

i the performance and cost of LSS_ In particular, significant benefits are

!:. obtained by the use of high ('>1500 seconds) specific impulse propulsion for!

i. the orbit-to-orbit transportation function. For example, large cost savings

_ accrue 11 from the use of high specific impulse propulsion because o_ thei

_ • reduction in orbit transfer propellant that is required to be raised from earth -

_-:' to low earth orbit (LEO). The on-orbit propulsion rec_irements have also

been analyzed 13 and the potential benefits of high specific impulse propul-

sion for on-orbit propUlsion are analogous to those identified for the orbit

transfer transportation function°

Several candidate propulsion concepts have been proposed for use with

STAR category 16
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_ thrusters 7;LSS. These include electron-bombardment magneto-plasma-.

I' dynamic thrusters14; high specific impulse resisto Jets; and thermal rock- ,

_ ets where the on board propellant iS heated by remotely based laserS. 15 Of

i , these propulsion concepts, the electron-bombardment thruster is in the

i __ most advanced state of developme.nt and is capable of operation at the htgh-

i _'. e st values of specific impulse.

__:_. The strong dependence of overall LSS performance and cost as a re-

i :_ suit of the propulsion subsystem characteristics was previously noted. Ac-

_::_i_i_ curate projection of system benefits are difficult to assess unless the thrust

,_.._- subsystem characteristics are established.

! _'!_ This paper will discuss and evaluate some of the critical performance

_°:;! characteristics of electron-bombardment subsystems that are pertinent to

,_°:: the design of LSS. A brief review of LSS propulsion requirements will be

!_ presented to aid the selection of key concept options° A discussion follows

'; _ on the selection and storage requirements of thruster propellant. Analysis

_. of the expected performance and characteristics of bombardment thrusters _•

=_ is then presented followed by a brief discussion of power processing re-

_; quirements for the proposed thrust subsystem approaches.

i ' '

i'....._, LSS PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS

;. The selection of thrust subsystem design and operating characteristics

_ _ will ultimately depend, of course, on the ability of a particular propulsion

o_ subsystem to satisfy the overall system requirements. These requirements

_:°'. will include the usual propulsion performance parameters such as specific

-_ .... impulse, thrust, lifetime, and system dry mass and volume. In addition,

"o.:_. many other characteristics such as potential, ecological impact, availability

•o_ of materials, refurbishment capabil._.ty, and propulsion system cost will

likely be of extreme concern for the scale of propulsion subsystems required

' .... for LSS.
i._ o,=',

.o ::' The propulsion subsystem requirements will be sensitive to system ap-

_'"o_ proach options. 11, 12 These options Include the degree of LEO assembly

_ assumed, co_istratnts on transportation trip time, launch and orbit transfer
!-o, :
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strategy, orbit transfer and on-orbit payload design, power 3ource as-
t

Sumptions, and on-orbit design lifetime. Detailed consideration of Such

options is beyond the scope of this paper. •However, for completeness and

to direct the selection of critical design options for proposed electron-

bombardment thruster subsystems a brief review of the propulsion require- "

ments of L$5 is presented.

Orbit transfer requirements may be estimated by use of the rocket

equation:

• Mp= MF(eAV/Isp g- 1) (1)

where

MpiS propellant mass, kg

MF is payload mass, kg

AV is the mission velocity increment, m/sec

Isp is the specific impulse, sec

; g, is the acceleration due to gravity, 9.8 m/sec 2

This equatton ignores many factors such as occultation, attitude con-

trol requirements during transfer, and penalties associated with low versus

high thrust. For the purposes of this paper, however, use of this equation

is felt adequate. Fitmre 1 shows the required propellant for orbit transfer

as a function of payioad mass with specific impulse as a parameter.

The standard thrust and power equations were used with equation 1 to

• give the following equations.

MF e_g/Ispg
T = _ - 1 1,1574×10 "5 Ispg (2): At

and

?
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" 4

" _/TP - MF _AV/IsPg " _ (1"1574×10"5)(Ispg)2/.,t 2 (3)

where

T is the thrust, N

_,.'_ At is the thrusting time, days

._, _TTis the thrust subsystem efficiency

i_7_ P is the thrust subsystem power, W
!.

; ;. •

..- Figures 2 and 3 show the required total thrust and the product of the thrust
: >o

t; subsystem efficiency and the required tot'al power as functions of the ratio

/ of payload mass to trip time. For figures 1, 2, and 3 a AV of 5770 meters

• .7 per second was assumed, which corresponds to the total impulse requirement

' for orbit transfer from 352 kilometers to geosynchronous altitude with a

_' 28.5 degree plane change, to account for the Shuttle orbit plane inclination.

_: Figure 1 shows the strong dependence of propellant mass on specific

'_:" impulse. As seen on figure 2, the thrust is most sensitive to the ratio of

_i_ payload mass to trip time and above about 2000 seconds the thrust is quite

_: insensitive to specific impulse° Figure 3 shows the approximately linear

.o' increase in required power with specific impulse.

=;_: The requirements shown on figures 1, 2, and 3 differ primarily in scale

from those for missions for which the 30-cm mercury bombardment thruster

has been developed. As an example, one of the more energetic proposed
¢

planetary missions is the mercury orbiter which requires about 1330 kg1

_. of mercury propellant and a 25 kW solar cell power source. If proposed

• _: concepts such as the raising of significant portions of an assembled space

,': power satellite were carried out, the propellant, thrust, and power require-

, ments are simply larger in magnitude than for the mercury orbiter mission.

To a further highlight this comparison, figure 4 shows the number of base-

_.. line dpsign 30-cm mercury thrusters required for the selected transfer

<_ mission as a function of the ratio of payload mass to trip time.

_" On-orbitpropulsionrequirementsfora 11.4kg satellitewere analyzed
_.-.; ..

; a,

Q, ,
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_:. in reference 13. Table I shows the on-orbit propellant requirements derived

_i:i, by this study along with the approximate number of standard 30-cm mercury
• ,: thrusters (138.3 kg/yr propellant flow rate at a specific impulse of 2840 sec)

_:: required to satisfy each on-orbit propellant requirement. Additional thrust-
_, ers or reconftguratton of thrusters may be necessary to perform certain con-

_. trol functions such as longitudinal stattonkeeptng or that due to microwave
" pressure. For a satellite with a 30 year lifetime the number of 15, 000 hour

.!,..: lifetime thrusters required would increase by a factor of 18.
=%': It iS of interest to compare the on-orbit and orbit raising propulsion

_: requirements. This was done by using the on-orbit propellant requirements

%: of reference 13, without the propellant requirements to counteract the out-

.....!:: put microwave power or correct for orbit eccentricity drift due to solar

.....i... pressure. The orbit transfer propellant requirements of that satellite were

_(:_. calculated for a variety of tran._fer times. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the

_'::. required propellant flowrates for on-orbit and orbit transfer propulsion as

:'::.:- a function of orbit transfer time. Figure 6 shows the ratio of total impulses

=> for on-orbit and orbit transfer as a function of on-orbit lifetime. For rea-

°,": sons discussed later, the specific impulse waS selected to be 13. 000 sec-

t) !::i: onds; however, the comparisons shown on figures 5 and 6 are not very sen-

": sittve to specifi_ imnulse variations in this range (fig. 2).

_! Figure 5 shows _ t, for a given LSS, the on-orbit propellant flow rates

-',;i_',. (and thrusts) are much smaller than for the orbit transfer phase. How-

°'" interestll:_...:.,.. ever, figure 6 shows that for LSS lifetimes of (about 30 years) the

%..:::-. on-orbit total impulse is nearly equal to the total impulse required for orbit

._.o_.,. transfer. Exact comparisons of the types shown on figures 5 and 6 will de-e.

..:,; pend, of course, on the specific system and selected'propullston strategy,

:°._':" Optimal selection of the propulsion subsystem must, however, consider both
e';

°' the orbit transfer and on-orbit propulsion phases.. .............SI, "

o, ,

.g:_" PROPELLANT SELECTION AND STORAGE

". Propellant Selection

°°" Bombardment thrusters have been operated successfully over a wide

_ "'" ° _'_'?'_-":"_--_ _ _ _ ........._ ---............_rr :=-=-7_2---'7:222'-:_-':-7"::e"_...... : _" _-- i "_ "_'_ " _ ..... r .... 'r........ , _ ,_- _ a_
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range of conditions with a large variety of propellants. 16 Elemental pro-

pellants ranging in mass from hydrogen to mercury have been tested along

with some heavy molecules. Thruster performance as a function of pro-

pellant has been discussed and theoretical considerations presented by

many authors 17' 18 with a review by Kaufman 17 being one of the most general

and recent_ ""

Based on the magntitude of requirements shown in figure 1, it is the

opinion of the authors that propeUant selection Will be driven by the con-

straints of propellant availability, ecological impact, and cost. For this

reason it was decided to first•select a propellant appropriate for use with

L,qS. Subsequently, storage penalties and thruster performance with the

selected propellant will be discussed_

From the standpoint of availability, no clear choice of propellant was

vident as many candidates are available from terrestial or atmospheric

sourceS.

The impact of environmental considerations is less straightforward.

:_" The velocity of any propellant ion emerging from a bombardment thruster

: operated in ranges of interest would be well above earth escape velocity•

The disposition of the accelerated ions is, however, uncertain due to such

effects as the earths magnetic field, collisions, and collective charge phen-
:5

omena in the atmosphere. In addition, about ten percent of the total pro-

peUant will escape the thrust subsystem as slow neutrals with velocities

well below earth escape velocity. The impact, if any of released propellant

._ has not been defined.

The authors elected to consider only propellants available from the

earths atmosp•here in order to minimize potential ecological impact. Table II-r
shows the constituency of the atmosphere. 19 If the further constraints

• of no known tox Wity in element or combined form along with low reactivity

with atmospheric constituents are adopted, a natural choice of one of the

inert _ases shown, on Table II follows.

Bombardment thrusters have been extensively operated 16 on argon,

krypt_n, and xenon. All are acceptable from the standpoint of compatibility

with known thruster design concepts, To select a propellant, the cost of the

- three gases was reviewed and is shown on Table HI with the cost of argon

"19"7"7004"163-TSA09
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_" normalized to unity. Studies such as reference I1 indicate that the cost of

_!: argon propellant is a small (less than one percent) fraction of overall
.... ,'%

_: ' transportation system cost. Use of higher cost propellanL_ such as krypton
i_

_.:- or xenon would, however, significantly impact overall system economics.

_ From the above, argon was selected as the baseline propellant for use

_i_ with LSS bombardment thruster subsystems. It should b_ stres._ed that
i_i_,_
_- if either krypton or xenon costs were reduced to that of argon, strong con-

_; sideration should be given to their use. The efficiency of thruster operation
with either propellant would be improved over that with argon. In addition,

-_" the thrust to power ratio and specific impulse would vary nearly directly

......_'_," and inversely, respectively, as the square root of the ratio of the propellant

_'_ mass to the mass of argon.

_-_;" Propellant Storage

'i,. To fully describe the impact of selection of a particular propellant it

_ is necessary to evaluate the storage penalties associated with that propellant.--_!,°

_i_;_!:! A brief review of pertinent data was made with the object of providing a rough

......... estimate of storage requirements with argon propellant.

i:I Propellant storage has been the subject of intense development for many

:oi. years. 20 Concepts t_orstorage of.liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen have

=°o been systemmatically studied and developed for chemical rocket systems.

=:_;': The thermodynamic vent/screen baffle cryogenic storage system (herein-

_i after called TCSS) is one such concept. 21 Figure 7 shows some details of

a TCSS m_doperation is described i_ detail in reference 21. This concept

.... ' includes a vacuum j_tcket, and outflow of propellant is used for cooling pur-

_'{'o, poses.
%,.

°_' A preliminary analysis was performed to estimate the tankage mass

_- with argon propellant. 22 A tank capable of holding 20,000 kg of liquid

argon at t. 4×105 N/m 2 (20 psta) was assume£ _ud a mass breakdown is given

_ : in Table IVo A steady argon output flow of 5×10 -5 kg/sec for the purpose of

°_ cooling was assumed and was found adequate to balance all expected thermal

o,y
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inputs to the propellant tank. The required propellant flow rate for cooling

purposes will vary with tank sizeo The very large ratio of propellant mass

to required coolant rate of propellant (abOut 0.4:<109 seconds for the design

point) indicates that the TCSS concept could be used with negligible propellant

loss without the requirement of active cooling systems.

Figure 8 shows the tankage mass fraction obtained by extrapolation of -' 4

the single point design of reference 22. This extrapolation was made by t

assuming that the ratio of the masses of propellant to tankage scaled directly i

as the diameter of the tank. As seen in figure 8 tankage mass fractions

less than 3.7 percent can be obtained for propellant loads greater than

20, 000 kg_ t

THRUSTER PERFORMANCE AND CHARACTERISTICS

General Description

The 30-cm diameter engineering model thruster (EMT) has been devel-

oped for use with mercury propellant. Detailed descriptions of the design

and operation of this thruster have been given elsewhere 17' 18 and the fol-

lowing discussion will be directed at describing the expected characteristics

of argon bombardment thrusters.

The critical features of the thruster are inlet propellant electrical isol-

ation and flow regulation systems; a cathode which emits electrons to bom-

bard and ionize the neutral propellant; a discharge chamber with a_shaped

magnetic field where the propellant is ionized; an ion acceleration system

consisting of two grids; a neutralizer, which emits an electron current equal

• to the ion beam current to maintain ion beam neutrality; and a shield sur-

rounding the thruster to prevent electrical interactions with the local plasma.

The performance of several different size bombardment thrusters oper-

ated with argon has been reported in references 16, 23, 25, and 25. In gen-

_:_ eral, operation of the thruster with argon was similar to that with mercury.

' The dischargechamber losses,expressedas energyper beam ion(_i),were

similarforbothpropellants,butthepropellantutilizationefficiency(Wu).was

1977004163-TSA11



always lower with argon, When investigated, the ion extraction capability

of the grid system varied inversely with the mass of the ion used, as expected.

PerformanCe and Limitations ,,,

Many features of the thruster,, such as the structure, insulators and

cabling are passive and would not impact the performance of a thruster op-

erated on argon. Those .features which would be expected to contraln thruster

performance or require modifications for operation with _rgon will be dis-

cussed below.

Ion Accelerator System

The accelerator system consists of two grids with many circular holes.

The upstream grid (screen) is charged positively to provide the approximate

net ion accelerating voltage while the downstream grid (accelerator) is charged

negatively to prevent the neutralizing electrons from entering the discharge

chamber. The sum of the absolute, values of the screen and accelerator volt-

ages is called the total accelerating voltage.

The accelerator system imposes a basic limitation on the power and

thrust densities that may be obtained with a bombardment thruster. This

limit arises from the fact that for any accelerator system configuration and

grid spacing there exists a m_tximum ion current (or current density) which

may be extracted as a function of the voltage applied between the two grids.

This is often referred to as the "perveance limit. " The maximum ion cur-

- rent increases strongly with increasing applied voltage, decreasing grid

.. spacing and nearly directly with the screen grid open area. Recently,

" Sovey 25 has experimentally determined a relationship which predicts the

•, maximum ior current density (for Argon, Xenon and Mercury) for grid sys-

, tems which are near the minimum spacing expected to be attainable for large

_ dished grid systems. Assuming operation at a maximum ratio of net-to-

_. totalion acceleratingvoltageof0.9 and a screengridopen ar.eafractionof

= _ 0.7, Sovey's relationship for argon propellant may.be expressed as:

,'.

__i_ii_:-._/i:,._i._ii_i_-,_i..............:........ii-_-:=_.___o:---.__-_'..o_i_i._,.....................................i_i...............i_-i/""-'_,.i.i.....................,_:i"._i'-ii__/-:_'.:'i;'?-'::':_
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JB 25
- o,63'.IO"9VN (4)

d2

. JB is the beam current:, A

,; d is the thruster diameter, cm

_. VN is the net accelerating voltage, V

In equation 4, it is seen. thai the beam current density rises very

strongly with increasing net. accelerating voltage, Earlier discussions

stressed the desire to operate at high values of specific impulse (Isp) whlc.h

is proportional to the square root oi VN. Bm VN cannot be increased with-

_-' out limit because there is, for any given grid spacing, a maximum tot_ ac-

• ' celerating voltage which may be applied to the grids without continuous high

voltage breakdowns° While the maximum allowable VN increases as the grid

•. spacing is increased, the beam current density of equation 4 decreases be-

' cause it is inversely proportional to approximately the square of the grid

;- spacing. In addition, the maximum field strength decreases, as the grid

spacing is increased, at a rate such thai' maximum value of beam current

density occurs at the minimum possible grid spacing° For the near-minimum

spacing of 0.6 mm, the value used for equation.4, the maximum value of VN

was assumed to be 5000. v whlch corresponds to an Isp of about 13, O00-8ec-ii-

:_! onds at.a propellant utilization etficiency (%) of 0.82..

Discharge Power

_' The major power loss of the thruster occurs tn the discharge chamber

- where a large fraction of the discharge power is lost by r_diation to and

particle collisions with the discharge chamber w_'lls. Heating oi passive

,: thruster components, cathodes and grids excluded, can limit thruster oper-

ation only if component temperatures reach the limits of structural or chem-

ical integrity. It has been shown by Sovey 25 lhat cathodes can be designed

1977004163-TSA13
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:- to operate at temperatures commensurate with long lifetimes at elevated

emission current levels required by thrusters operated at high beam cur-

rents. In addition, when necessary, lnultiple cathodes may be used for

larger thrusters.

• The only active component expected to limit thrustr,," perfor_,_ance as

a result of elevated discharge power levels is the ion acceleration system. ""-?

Tests of mercury bombardment thrusters with diameters up to 150 cm 26
L..y.

have been conducted in which the ion acceleration grid temperatures and

i ;- discharge powers used were noted. Analysis of these data show that the

: _,_ measured average temperature of the grid set was nearly equal to the av-

i erage temperature obtained when it was assumed that one-fourth of the

-_', total discharge power was absorbed by the grids whick in turn ra:lia;, d hea_

with an emissivity of 0.4. Applying these assumptions to an argon t omb_,_ ,_
o

,, 1sent thruster operating with an c I of 200 leads to the followin_ _,cpr : i,,,
_: for the ,aaximum beam current density:

' JB 14()4: - 2. 507×10- (5)

_. d2|.:...q {

9.j,

• where T is the maximum allowable average temperature, assumed for the

-:: grid set, in OK. Thus, for a selected average grid temperature, the beam

,,,_ current density limit is constant. At the beam current density determined

°_. by.equation 4 for a VN of 5000 volts, the maximum allowable T would be

....(! 1513 ° K° Because the gridsare made of molybdenum, there does not ap-

__; pear to be a materials _roblem even at these.elevated temperatures. 1Ref-
i _'- erence values of creep 27' 28 indicate negligible dimensional changes even

;: at temperatures of 1900 ° K over several hundred thousands of hours,

,, Dished grids were designed to move in a predetermined axial direction
i:_
o.; when theywere subjectedtochangesintemperature. Use oftheequations

; presentedinrrference29 indicatethatthereductionsingrid-to-gridspacings

resultingfrom hottergridtemperaturescan easilybe eliminatedby increasing

thedishdepthduringfabrication.Inaddition,thereare no requirementsfor

,'_ radiatorstocoolthethrustercomponents. Althoughthereare no known

_ problems at these elevated temperatures, operation at discharge power lev-

i o°_:::" els which would lead to grid temperatures of 1500 ° K remains_to be demon-
_, strafed.Therefore,forthisstudy,themaximum allowableT was arbi-

. .

-=_........: _':-.....:_ " °" _°.....- '; "o,'_'" ,_'__ _, _ ...°...,......,_ ......._o_ _' "_°__........__°_o_--o,-o ",,,,,.,o.,.... '-,o : o.7o:o:, _-._--.o_....o,,_",.,^_7_.:i{o;;,
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trarily chosen to be 913° K (700 ° C), less than a factor of two greater than

the temperatures of the present EMT.

ThruSter Performance

Figure 9 shows how the ratio of specific impulse to propellant utiliza-

tion efficiency (Isp/_u) varies with VN for argon propellant. Figure 10
shows the three ion accelerating system operating limitations for a grid

spacing of 0o 6 ram. The _'perveance" limit (eq. 4) determines the mini-

mum value of VN required to obtain a given beam current density. At a

value of VN of 2274 volts, or _.Iop/_u of about 11,000 seconds, the maXi-
mum average grid temperature limit of 700 ° C limits the ratio of beam cur-

rent to square of thruster diameter to 0.0225 amp/cm 2. The maximum

field strength limit specifies practical maximum values of VN of 5000 volts

or Isp/_u of near 16, 000 Sec. This maximum in specific impulSe is a re-
sult of the assumption of close spaced ion accelerator grids. This assump-

tion was adopted because the maXimum thrust density (and hence, the min-

imum number of thrusters for a particular thruSt level) is achieved with

closed spaced accelerator grids° Specific impulses in excess of 16, 000

seconds can be obtained with thrusters which use large spaced grids _nd

values up to 25, 000 seconds have been demonstrated with mercury propel-

lant 30 (equivalent to about 55,000 Seconds with argon). USe of large spaced

grids does, however, strongly limit the thrust density.and for that reason

was not considered herein.

Using the beam c_rrent density limitations of figure 10, the thrust

and power density limitations were calculated and are shown in figures 11

• and. 12, respectively, as functions of the ratio of specific impulse to _ropei-

lant utilization- efficiency. For values of Isp/_Tu less than 1i, 000 sec, both

parameters decrease rapidly as the Isp/_u-iS decreased. As the value of

Isp/_Tu is increased from 11,000 sec to 16,000 sec, the thrust and power
densities continue to increase but at a slower rate.

As the power to the thruster increases the discharge and fixed power

lo_ses become nearly negligible when compared to the beam power so that

1977004163--rSB01
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the total thruster efficiency approaches the propellant utilization efficiency.

This is shown in figure 13 where the total efficiency is plotted as a function

of specific impulse. The thruster performance presented in this Section

has not been corrected for expected thrust losses such as beam divergence

and multiply-charged ionS. It is expected that those correct ions would re-

sult in decreases in thruster efficiency between about 5 to 10 percent.

ThruSter Scaling

Bombardment thrusters with diameters of 2. 5, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30,

50 and 150 cm have been tested at Lewis Research Center. Whenever the

size of the thruster was varied, the performance obtained at that particular

time was nearly as expected based on developed scaling laws. The improve-

ments in thruster performance, which have occurred over the years, have

been successfully applied to thrusters of different Size than those for which

the improvement first occurred. ..

Performance

Most bombardment thrusters are cylindrical in shape and therefore

their volume may be defined by a length and a diameter. In addition, Kaufmanl. 7

has noted that optimized thruster length changes little as the diameter is var-

ied. Thus, to scale the operating or performance parameters of various size

thrusters only the diameter need be varied.

• Presently, 831 and 307 cm diameter thrusters are at an advanced _tage

of development. Since this represents riearly a four-to-one increase in

thruster diameter with less than a 50 percent increase in thruster length, it

is expected that the thruster diameter may be increased to 100 cm with minor

performance variations, The major modtflcation_ would be expected to occur

With cathodes and ion extraction systems. Thrusters larger than 50 cm diam-

eter would probabiy use multiple cathodes for improved lifetime, reliability,

and performance. The use of dished grids to maintain a ciose spacing over a

1977004163-TS B02
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30 cm diameter has proven to be quite successful. Presently, there does

not appear to be any technological reasons to prohibit the fabrication vf

dished gridS with diameters up to 100 centimeters in diameter (although

materials such as molybdenum do not presently appear to be available in

such sizes).

Figures 14 and 15 show the expected maximum thrust and power per "_'

thruster as a function of thruster diameter. Also, figure 16 shows the num-

ber of various size thrusters required to perform orbit transfer functions

, as a function of the ratio of payload mass to trip time• The number of 100 cm

argon thrusters required for a particular mission is about 1130 times less

than the required number of 30 cm mercury thrusters (fig. 4)° The on-orbit

propellant requirements for the satellite stUdied in reference 13 using a pro-

: pul_ion subsystem with an Isp of 13,000 sec would be only 62 percent of those
given in Table I.

MASS

The mass per thruster as a function of thruster diameter was estimated

by applying the following assumptions. For large space systemS, the use of

a shuttle launch vehicle and new packaging techniques were assumed which

permitted substantial reductions in the masses of structural components. Mass

reductions were also assumed when the massive high voltage propellant isola-

tors required with mercury propellant were redesigned for use with argon.

With the use of these assumptions the mass of a 30 cm diameter thruster was

reduced from 8.2 kg (mercury EMT) to about 3o8 kg. The thruster compon-

_ entS were theft separated into four groups with mas_es which Were either

• fixed, var_d with thruster diameter or the square of diameter; or varied in

discrete increments as the thruster size tncreased, sUch as multiple cath-

odes. The thruster diameter was then varied and component masses were

: computed to obtain figure i7 wh_.h gives the estimated thruster mass as a

function of thruster diameter.

'r "
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. Power Conditioning

_" ' The thruster power conditioning requirements and characteristics are

'- strongly influenced by the mission .and the power source selected and will

-" therefore be discussed only briefly. The input power to the thruster con-

sists of three major elements: the beam (ion acceleration) power, the dis-

: charge (propellant ionization) power, and a small amount of additional

(other) power used to control the thruster which experience has shown is

- relatively insenSitive to thruster size. The relative magnitudes of these pow-

ers are shown on Table V for the baseline 30-cm engineering model thruster

- (EMT) with mercury propellant and also for a 60 cm argon thruster at two

._ values of specific impulse. As shown in Table V, the beam power is the

_':_ major power demand of a thruster with the discharge power next. The

! other, nearly fixed, losses represent a negligible fraction of the thruster

power, especially at high Specific impulse.

._. All thruster input power is conditioned with the baseline 30-cm EMT

_, system. 32 The resultant power conditioning specific mass, including thermal

_i_ control for the power conditioner, is about 13 mg/kW for each 3 kW thruster

_ system. Some estimates have been presented in reference 33 of the char-

-_ acteristics of electric propulsion power conditioning to be expected in the

_ future for large (up to 1000 kW'),systems. Re.ference 33 indicated that re-

_ ductions in specific mass ranging from about a factor of three to a factor of

!_; 10 might be eXpected in the time scale between the years 1985 and 2000.

i_i Another approach has been demonstrated which could more drastically

_ reduce the power conditioning requirements. For the approach, the ion
_.... 34 35 36

.... beam power was obtained directly from a solar array on 8 , 15 and 30

|:!ii cm electronbombardment mercury thrusters.The dischargewas alsooper-

as, at_ddirectlyfrom an arrayfor1535 and 3036 cm thrusters,The operationoftr--

_ii thc beam and discharge from an array was accomplished in a straight-forward

|ii _ f,-ushion in all cases and the characteristics of the solar array output (such as

bw-ripple and inherel_ current limited Output) were well matched to the

thruster requirements. When applied to a 60 cm argon thruster, direct op-

_ eration from a solar array would require conditioning of only about 100 watts

_ of power (Table V) thereby rech_cing the specific mass of the thrust subsystem.
!
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CONCLTYDINGREMARKS

LSS propulsion requirements are far beyond those for which the present

electron bombardment thruster systems are being developed. A review of

those requirements indicated that a propellant other than mercury be sel-

ected. Argon was Selected, based on availability, potential environmental im-

pact, and present costs. Estimates of propellant storage requirements for

argon were reviewvd and found to be a small fraction of the propellant mass.

The performance characteristics of electron, bombardment thrusters

operated on argon were reviewed and limitations discussed. The maximum

values of output thrust was found to be very sensitive to the specific impulse

selected and limited by the perveance., temperature or breakdown charac-

teristics of the ion accelerating system. Projection of the expected thruster

performance and mass as a function of thruster diameter were presented•

Finally, a brief review of present and potential advanced power conditioning was

presented ....
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TABLE I.- ON-ORBIT PROPULSION REQUIREMENT. _13

Control requirement Propellant flowrate, Number ofstandard

kg/yr 30- c m thruSters

required per year ._
i

Station. keeping

Longitude drift 726 >15 -

Inclination drift 6673 136

Solar pressure

Altitude drift 2315 47

EUtptictty drtR 0 (14, 883)* 0 (303)*

Microwave pressure 31 1

Attitude control

Gravity gradient 13, 804 281

Antenna control 74 2

Solar pressure 394 8

Microwave pressure 132 3

Totals 24, 129 (39, 032)* 493 (796)*

*Required after 15 satellites in orbit
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TABLE 1I. - SEA LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC COI_TITUENCY 19

Gas .... Mol. "raetion Estimated toted-

in atmosphere,

_: m_

Nitrogen (N9) 't8.09 4.06×1018

Oxygen tu2) 20.96 1.09x1018

Argon (A) 0.93 4.84x1016

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 0.08 1.56x1015

Neon (Ne) 1.8×10 -3 9. B6Xl013

Helium (He) 5.2.4_10 "4 2.72×1013

Krypton (Kr) 1×10-4 5.2x1012

Hydrogen (H2) 5.0xl0 "5 2.6:,<1012

Xenon (Xe) 8.0xl0 "6 4.16×1011

Ozone (03) 1.0×10 "6 5.2x1010

Radon (Rn) 6.0×10 "18 3.12x10 "1

.._
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TABLE HI. ..PROPELLANT COST .....

Gas Normalized cost

Liquifled mass

Argon 1

Krypton 488

Xenon 11O0

:_ TABLE IV. - COMPONENT MASSES FOR 20,000 KG ARGON

THERMODYNAMIC CRYOGENIC STORAGE SYSTEM 22

L

Component Mass,

kg

Girth ring 141

Tank 45

:_ Shield 69
|

Multi-layer insulation 48

Vacuum Jacket 340

Internal support 5

Contingency 90

Subtotal 738

Propellant 20, 000

Total 20,738
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TABLE V. - THRUSTER INPUT POWER SUMMARY

Parameter 30-crn Mercury thruster 60-_m Argon thruster
i ii i |l i IL I

Specific impuls.e_ sec 2840 8'/'/0 13000

Beam power, kW 2.2 184.2 405.0

DiScharge power, kW 0.4 16.2 16.2

FiXed power, kW 0.05 0.1 0. t_

Total power, kW 2.65 200.5 42.13
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